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As we enter the last month of this �nancial year, it’s time to analyse our 
performance. India, Asia’s third largest economy, is bucking the regional 
trend in manufacturing activity, after February’s performance expanded 
at the fastest pace in 14 months, revealed the latest Nikkei Purchasing 
Managers’ Index survey. According to the report, India’s manufacturing 

PMI rose to 54.3 from January’s 53.9, its highest level since December 2017. The 
growth of new orders was fastest since October 2016. Turn to page number 52 and 
read the complete report.

We can happily say that we are ending the year on a positive note and entering 
the new �nancial year with hopes and optimism. As we celebrate the rise of the 
manufacturing industry in India, we want to highlight one of the oldest and proven 
manufacturing methods - Die Casting. Since its inception in mid-18th century, the 
technology has gone through several changes, but is still considered to be one of the 
most important manufacturing methods that de�nes the overall productivity. Turn to 
‘In Focus’ as we take you back in time. Read about the history of die casting, technical 
developments, latest trends & demand, and the future ahead for the technology. 

Let us look at the trends that are shaping up in the Indian manufacturing sector, 
analyse how we can get past the challenges we face, and make the most of the rising 
demand in the Indian manufacturing sector.

Please share with us your views on India being a manufacturing powerhouse and get 
featured in the next issue of TAGMA Times. 

Best wishes for the new �nancial year!

 

EDITORIAL

Rising Optimism

Nishant Kashyap
Editor
nishant@antechmedia.in
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U d d e h o l m  A M  C o r r a x  i s  a 
stainless steel made for Additive 
Manufacturing with a unique set 
of properties making it  the 
ultimate choice for tools where 
superior corrosion resistance 
combined with high hardness is 
needed. These properties makes it 
perfectly suitable for  tools for 
p l a s t i c  m o l d s  i n c l u d i n g 
demanding applications such as 
m o u l d s  f o r  m e d i c a l  p a r t s , 
corrosive plastics i.e. PVC and 
parts made of rubber material.

A M  C o r r a x  o f f e r s  h i g h 
polishability in terms of surface 
fi n ish  and e ase  to  proces s 
resulting in a high gloss surface 
suitable for challenging tooling 
appl ications.  The corrosion 
resistance is also beneficial when 
i m p l e m e nt i n g  co m p l i ca te d 
conformal cooling designs due to 
minimized risk for clogging of 
cooling channels, oxide layers 
reducing the cooling efficiency or 
corrosion initiated cracks.

T h e  f a v o r a b l e  c h e m i c a l 
composition makes AM Corrax 
easy to process in addit ive 
manufacturing processes to get 
excellent printing results and 
excellent material properties.

voestalpine High Performance Metals India Pvt. Ltd.

 a voestalpine company

Uddeholm AM Corrax®

409-A, Skylark, Plot No. 63,Sector 11.

CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai - 400 614    

M. +91 7045110492 

Vinaykumar.patil@voestalpine.com

www.uddeholm.in
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Industry Update 

FIBRO, known for high 
precision Standard Parts (Used 
in  Die & mould) and Rotary 
Tables, inaugurated its second 
phase of Indian operations 
near Pune on 28th Feb, 2019 
in the hands of Mr. Klemens 
Schmeiderer- Speaker of the 
board of LÄPPLE group and 
Mr. Jürgen Gurt- Managing 
Director of FIBRO GmbH, the 
part of   LÄPPLE group.

On the 50th Anniversary year 
of FIBRO GmbH, Germany 
i.e. in 2008 FIBRO India was 
established in a rented place 
and subsequently it moved 
to its own current place 
in Chakan, Pune during 
2013.It started primarily to 
manufacture standard parts 
for Indian customers as well 
as for FIBRO Germany and 
other group companies 
abroad.  The basic concept 
was ‘German Precision Crafted 
in India’.  In the whole LÄPPLE 
group, this has been the �rst 
manufacturing unit outside 
Germany. Having tested the 
success for standard parts in 
India, the FIBRO management 
decided to delegate the 
Rotary Table business also to 
FIBRO India in 2015.  However, 
FIBRO management realized 
that the Rotary table business 
also should follow ‘Standard 
Parts’ business model i.e. 
local manufacturing. As a 
result, FIBRO India acquired 
the neighboring plot and 
constructed plant primarily 
for Rotary Tables which was 
inaugurated on 28th Feb. 
2019.

Incidentally, the LÄPPLE group 
is completing 100 years in 
2019.  The LÄPPLE is primarily 
in automotive stamping 
like skin panels and critical 

sub-assemblies for reputed 
European auto giants like 
Mercedes Benz, Audi, BMW, 
VolksWagen and Porsche etc.

FIBRO are the pioneers in 
Rotary Tables for Automation 
and Metal cutting in a very 
wide range. The largest table 
manufactured by FIBRO is of 
6-meter diameter and capable 
of carrying 400Tons work load.

During the inauguration, Mr. 
Klemens Schmeiderer said 
that FIBRO India has been the 
major milestone for the whole 
LÄPPLE group as a part of its 
Globalization strategy and he 
is happy with the results. Mr. 
Jürgen Gurt said that they 
are planning to invest more 
for localization of additional 
products for Standard parts 
and Rotary Tables. He also 

added that the products 
manufactured by FIBRO India 
are for Global market as such 
they ensure the strict quality 
standards are maintained at 
FIBRO India.

During the inauguration 
FIBRO India launched its 100% 
Made in India Rotary Table for 
Automation, FIBROTOR ER 13. 
Also, its Website and Webshop 
was launched during the 
function for the convenience 
of its customers.

While proposing the Vote 
of Thank, the Executive 
Director of FIBRO India Mr. 
Vivek Nanivadekar thanked 
the customers for the 
support and the FIBRO/ 
LÄPPLE management for the 
encouragement and believing 
the growth story of FIBRO 
India.

FIBRO India inaugurates its second phase of operations 
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Technology Update 

AFTER the record-breaking sales of 
VF-I series and DT-I series, HAAS Factory 
Outlet – Phillips in India is all geared up 
to extend its market share by introducing 
a limited 40% discount on 2 additional 
product lines: Y axis turn mill centers and 
large frame VMCs. HAAS Automation 
Inc. is the largest machine tool builder 
in the western world and delivers more 
standard features, high-tech innovations 
and rock-solid engineering than perhaps 
any other CNC manufacturer in the world 
and at better prices. Post the excellent 
response at IMTEX 2019, the company has 
received a number of enquiries for Y axis 
Turn mill centers and large frame 40 and 
50 taper VMCs. 

Talking about HAAS’ success in the India 
market in 2018: the company successfully 
delivered over 1000 machines to di�erent 
companies in the last year alone. The 
response for the VF-I series and DT-I 

series has been outstanding to say the 
least. The VF-I Series o�er the best-value, 
high-performance VMCs in the market: 
outstanding features at an excellent 
price with a wide range of available 
options to customize the machine as 
per the customer’s exact needs. All Haas 
machines are designed and built in 
Oxnard, California, USA. 

The ST-Y series from HAAS are high-
performance Y axis turn mill centers 

designed to provide setup �exibility, 
extreme rigidity, and high thermal 
stability. The addition of Y-axis, C-axis 
and live tooling allows milling, drilling, 
and tapping for increased machine 
capabilities reducing setups and 
improving productivity and accuracy. This 
machine o�ers the best performance for 
the money invested– the best value – in 
its class. The models from the ST-Y series 
include ST-10Y, ST-15Y, ST-20Y, ST-25Y, ST-
30Y, DS-30Y and ST-35Y. 

The large vertical mills, 40-Taper & 
50-Taper VF mills are the perfect solution 
for Large-Part machining: die and mould 
and production machining. These 
machines are also priced at a discount of 
up to 40% for Indian customers.   

HUSKY Injection Molding Systems, a 
leading industrial technology provider 
to the plastics processing community, 
hosted a one-day event at its EMEA 
headquarters in Dudelange, Luxembourg 
to o�cially unveil its digital, state-of-the-
art Next Generation Operating Model 
(NGOM). The event was attended by 
industry and media professionals from 
throughout the region and showcased 
how the company has partnered with the 
Luxembourg Government Departments 
of Economy and Labor, as well as fellow 
industry leader Siemens, to develop 
a pioneering new digitalized NGOM 
molding solution.

“The world is experiencing an 
accelerated pace of digitalization and 
it is in�uencing every aspect of our 
lives. Husky recognizes this shift and we 
have been actively working to embrace 
digitalization for some time,” said John 
Galt, Husky’s President and CEO. “The 
NGOM program revolutionizes the way 

we do business, o�ering enhanced 
capabilities designed to deliver solutions 
with unmatched speed and �exibility, 
reduced overall cost, and a heightened, 
more accessible experience. Having an 
end-to-end fully digitalized architecture 
allows us to leverage our global capability 
and quickly scale to new opportunities, 
so that we can enable our customers 
to be more competitive and e�ectively 
respond to continuously changing 
consumer buying trends. We are very 
excited about this development and the 
possibilities it creates.”

Husky’s pioneering NGOM process has 
streamlined hardware ordering and 
manufacturing from a practice that 
historically takes several weeks down 
to a few hours. For the �rst time ever, 
customized stack components can be 
con�gured through a web interface and 
are then manufactured in a state-of-
the-art laboratory through a completely 
automated process. In addition, because 

the virtual and physical environments 
work together within a closed loop, the 
system is able to continuously improve 
on the products and services delivered. 
Information is fed back into the system 
so Husky’s subject matter experts can 
regularly improve upon quality and 
speed.

“This project is a tangible example of our 
digital innovation strategy in the priority 
sector of Industry 4.0. The project is fully 
aligned with our sustainable economic 
development policies that aim to support 
the use of digital technologies in the 
manufacturing industry. Our competitive 
business environment allowed such an 
innovative project to be implemented 
in Luxembourg, which contributes to 
the technical and human development 
of Industry 4.0,” said Etienne Schneider, 
Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of the 
Economy.

HAAS o�ers limited time discount on Y Axis Turn mill centers and Large VMCs

Husky unveils a new ground breaking digitalized end-to-end  
manufacturing execution process
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Business Update

MEMBERS of Canadian Association 
for Mold Makers (CAMM) were in India 
recently. Led by Jonathan Azzopardi, 
President, CAMM; a delegation of 
11 members was here to explore 
opportunities in the Indian market. The 
South chapter of TAGMA also organised a 
two-day factory visit to several Chennai-
based tool rooms for the delegation.

Held on March 12-13, the factory visits 
aimed to highlight the capabilities of 
Indian tool rooms. CAMM delegates 
visited Karthigeya Moulds & Dies and 
Microtech Engineers on the �rst day. 
On the second day they visited four tool 
rooms— Dietech India Pvt Ltd, CLASTEK 
Engineering Pvt Ltd, Sanjay Steels Pvt Ltd, 
and Classic Moulds & Dies.

A lunch meeting hosted by Mr. Prabakar, 
President TAGMA Chennai Chapter on 

March 13 for CAMM delegates and O�ce 
Bearers of Chennai Chapter. It led to a 
smooth interaction between both and 
provided a better understanding about 
each other’s capabilities and expectations. 
D Ravi, Co-opted member of TAGMA 
said, “We were extremely happy to host 
Mr.Jonathan and his team. It was an 

excellent opportunity for us to showcase 
our capabilities, learn about Canadian 
mould making industry and their 
expectations. I am sure this will lead to 
some impactful synergies between Indian 
and Canadian mould makers. Together 
we can provide excellent solutions.”

U.S. cutting tool consumption totaled 
$189.1 million according to the U.S. 
Cutting Tool Institute (USCTI) and AMT 
– The Association For Manufacturing 
Technology. This total, as reported by 
companies participating in the Cutting 
Tool Market Report collaboration, was 
down 9.7 percent from November’s 
$209.42 million and up 8.1 percent when 
compared with the $175 million reported 
for December 2017.

With a year-to-date total of $2.47 
billion, 2018 was up 12.5 percent when 
compared with 2017. These numbers 
and all data in this report are based on 
the totals reported by the companies 
participating in the CTMR program. The 
totals here represent the majority of the 
U.S. market for cutting tools. “December 
sales trended down 9.7% from a very 
good November and I believe that can 
be attributed to the holiday season and 
reduced number of working days. It 
was, however, the strongest December 
in the past three years and helped 2018 

�nish 12% higher than 2017,” said Phil 
Kurtz, President of USCTI. According to 
Mark Killion, CFA, Director of US Industry 
at Oxford Economics, “At the end of a 
strong year, new orders for cutting tools 
slowed in the last 2 months of 2018, 
although remaining 8% above year-ago 
levels in December. Rising trade tensions 
and associated market turmoil, perhaps 
also the looming shutdown of federal 
government, likely gave key buyers 
reason to be more cautious, such as those 
in metals, transportation equipment and 
industrial machinery.”

TAGMA organises factory visits for CAMM delegation in Chennai

US Cutting Tool Consumption  
Up 12.5 Percent In 2018 

HEAVY Civil Infrastructure Business 
of L&T Construction has secured 
orders from Bangalore Metro Rail 
Corporation Limited for the design 
and construction of the Phase – 2 
works. The scope for Package No. 2 
includes under-ground structures 
(tunnels & stations) 2.76 Km (ap-
prox.) long from Vellara Junction 
station to Shivajinagar station and 
three UG Metro Stations at Vellara 
Junction, M. G. Road and Shivajina-
gar on the Reach-6 line. Package no. 
3 involves design & construction 
of under-ground structures (tun-
nels & stations) 2.884 Km (approx.) 
long from Shivajinagar Station to 
Tannery Road Station and two UG 
Metro Stations at Cantonment and 
Pottery Town on the same metro rail 
line.

The project is to be completed in  
42 months.

L&T Construction awarded 
large* contract for Metro Rail 
project in Bangalore 
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Business Update

MICHELIN, world leader in 
tyres and sustainable mobility, 
and Faurecia, technology lead-
er in the automotive industry, 
announced today the signa-
ture of a Memorandum of Un-
derstanding to create a joint 
venture bringing together all 
of Michelin’s fuel cell related 
activities - including its sub-
sidiary Symbio – with those of 
Faurecia.

Symbio, a Faurecia Michelin-
hydrogen company will be 
owned equally by Faurecia 
and Michelin. This French joint 
venture, built around a unique 
ecosystem, will develop, pro-
duce and market hydrogen 
fuel cell systems for light vehi-
cles, utility vehicles, trucks and 
other applications. Faurecia 
and Michelin are convinced 
of the importance of hydro-
gen technology in tomorrow’s 
world of zero emissions mobil-

ity and of the need to create a 
strong French and European 
hydrogen industrial sector. The 
two companies aim to create a 
world leader in hydrogen fuel 
cell systems through combin-
ing existing and complemen-
tary assets from both partners 
in the joint-venture. This will 
enable the joint venture to im-
mediately o�er a unique range 
of hydrogen fuel cell systems 
for all use cases. For electric 
vehicles, fuel cell technology 
complements battery tech-
nology, especially in those use 
cases requiring very intense 
use and greater autonomy. 

Furthermore, fuel cell technol-
ogy has recently been selected 
by the European Union as one 
of Europe’s six Important Pro-
jects of Common Interest.

Michelin’s contribution to this 
joint venture will be the ac-
tivities of Symbio - a Group 
subsidiary since 1 February 
2019 and a supplier of hydro-
gen fuel cell systems associ-
ated with a range of digital 
services - as well as research 
& development and produc-
tion activities. Faurecia will 
contribute the technological 
fuel cell expertise it has de-

veloped through a strategic 
partnership with the CEA, its 
industrial know-how and its 
strategic relationships with car 
manufacturers. Faurecia will 
continue its development of 
high-pressure hydrogen tanks 
in partnership with Stelia Aer-
ospace Composites, which will 
also bene�t the joint venture.

The cooperation between 
Michelin and ENGIE, a global 
energy and services group, for 
the development of a hydro-
gen ecosystem, in particular in 
the �eld of hydrogen mobility, 
will also bene�t the joint ven-
ture. The agreement between 
Michelin and Faurecia was 
signed recently in the pres-
ence of Agnès Pannier-Runa-
cher, Secretary of State at the 
French Ministry for Economy 
and Finance. This operation is 
subject to the approval of the 
competent merger authorities.

MILACRON Holdings Corp. (NYSE: 
MCRN), a leading industrial technol-
ogy company serving the plastics 
processing industry, was pleased 
to attend this year’s edition of the 
Indiaplast trade show February 
28th – March 4th in Greater Noida, 
just outside India’s capital city New 

Delhi. Milacron displayed their in-
dustry-leading Milacron injection 
machinery, Mold-Masters hot run-
ners and controls systems as well as 
Milacron Extrusion machinery in Hall 
11 Booth B1. The Indian plastics pro-
cessing market continues to be a key 
geographical area of focus for Mila-
cron’s brands both for sales and man-
ufacturing capabilities. Milacron’s 
manufacturing plant in Ahmedabad 

has experienced signi�cant growth 
and continues to expand in order 
to meet both local and interna-
tional demand. Meanwhile, the Mi-
lacron hot runner product brand 
Mold-Masters based in Coimbatore 
recently moved into a new 40,000 sq. 
ft. building in August 2018.  The new 
facility houses Milacron engineering 
and shared services associates and 
o�ers support to the entire Milacron 
organization globally.

Tom Goeke, Milacron President, and 
CEO stated, “Milacron was proud to 
participate in Indiaplast 2019. This 
year’s show was a great opportuni-
ty for the Indian market to see the 
capabilities of Milacron’s injection, 
extrusion, and hot runner portfolio. 
We have many loyal customers in 
India, and a show like this allows us 
to further demonstrate the Milacron 
advantage.”

ASHOK Leyland, �agship of the Hinduja Group, 
and India’s largest Bus manufacturer, today an-
nounced that it had bagged an order from GS-
RTC (Gujarat State Roadways Corporation) for 
1290 buses. This order comes closely on the 
back of 2580 bus orders received from various 
state transport undertakings recently.  Speaking 
about this order, Mr. Vinod K.Dasari, Managing 
Director, Ashok Leyland, said, “We are very hap-
py to receive the con�rmation of this order from 
GSRTC. Our ability to bring value, combined with 
our superior technology and innovation will help 
us maintain our leadership position in buses in 
India.” Speaking on the win, Mr. Sanjay Saraswat, 
Senior Vice President, Global Buses, Ashok Ley-
land, said, “With this order, our order book for 
State Transport Undertakings is upwards of 3000 
buses. This is a testament to the reliability, du-
rability and robustness of our buses. The cost of 
ownership and the product experience which we 
can deliver is the best in the industry.”

Faurecia and Michelin to create a global leader in hydrogen mobility

Milacron completes a successful INDIAPLAST 2019 Ashok Leyland bags order for 
1290 Buses from Gujarat State 
Roadways Transport Corporation
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The printing industry was able to expand its capabilities in the mid-1800s, thanks to 
the invention of die casting equipment. Starting its journey in printing industry to 
serving arguably every industry today, die casting has come a long way with several 
upgradations and applications. Read on to know more about the history of die 
casting, technical updates and the latest market over views…

Die Casting:  

Casting The Future

18-22  Infocus-Die Casting Shaping the Future.indd   18 3/28/2019   5:44:05 PM
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Die casting forms an integral part of several 
applications and it would be di�cult to 
imagine manufacturing without it. Long 
ago, die casting was primarily used to 

cast print type. These individual letters were used 
in the early printing presses. The �rst die casting 
equipment was a small, hand-operated machine 
invented in 1838. A combination of tin and lead was 
melted and then poured into a steel mould, this 
mould was referred to as the die. As the metal alloy 
cooled, it would take the shape of the mould and 
solidify. This �nal element taken from the mould is 
the casting.

Commercialisation started when Herman Doehler 
invented modern high pressure die casting when he 
patented the �rst actual die casting machine in 1907. 

Technological Advancements and Innovation 
Technological advancements in die casting revolves 
around high-tech requirements of the automotive 
and machine industries. Major innovations 
have been also witnessed in sectors like power, 
transmission, body, steering, architecture, and 
instrumentation over the last decade. There have 
been advancements with respect to the safety 
measures as well. Usage of non-ferrous metals 
in near net shape cast parts are one such heavily 
adopted application, wherein focus is given on 
�ne details, involving surface conditions, complex 
shapes, and economy.

Today, die casting has become a preferred option for 
the machinery industries, as it can be utilised when 
there is a requirement in large quantities. Optimum 
casting techniques, along with best feature of 
design, helps the industry save production costs. 
Through innovation in product and technology, the 
usability of die casting industry is increasing, which 
is further limiting the metal wastage and rejection 
rate. As a result, non-ferrous die casting applications 
continue to attract designers.

“Over the years die casting has under gone several 
changes. Advances in casting process include 
evolution of technology such as Vacuum Die 
Casting and Lost Core process. Technology in die 
engineering has witnessed thermal management of 
dies and special subsurface coatings to extend die 
life. Special steels with high thermal conductivity 
also have the potential to reduce cycle time and 
boost productivity,” says RAR Prasad, Advisor 
(Technical), Aluminium Casters’ Association of India 
(ALUCAST).  

Die casting process can be divided into two 
parts:
Hot-chamber Die Casting: Here the injection 
mechanism is immersed in the molten metal bath of 
a metal holding furnace. It allows better control of 
the casting temperature and higher productivity, as 
the molten metal is taken directly from the tank. The 
pressure needed for hot-chamber die casting does 
not usually exceed 130/140 bars. Hot-chamber die 
casting is usually employed for zinc alloys (zamak) 
and allows high-quality surface �nish.

Cold-chamber Die Casting: Here the control of 
the casting temperature and productivity is lower 
than in the hot-chamber die casting system, as the 
injection of the molten metal in the mould takes 
longer. Cold-chamber die casting allows more 
�exibility in the choice of the casting alloy. The 
pressure needed for cold-chamber die casting can 
reach up to 1500 bars. Cold-chamber die casting is 
usually used for aluminium alloys. It is also used for 
zinc alloys, when high mechanical properties are 
required.

Market Overview
According to Mordor Intelligence, in 2017, the 
global die casting market was valued at USD 62.87 
billion, it is projected to reach a value of USD 93.87 
billion by 2023. The market is poised to grow at a 
CAGR of over 6.93% during 2018-2023 (the forecast 
period).

The die casting market has attracted the automotive 
industry, which is looking for highly durable die cast 
parts. In the last few years, industrial machinery 
and piping manufacturers are increasingly using 
die casting. The aerospace and defense industry 
are also using die cast parts, increasingly. Increased 
automation in the die casting industry has spiked 
the productivity and is attracting the attention of 
the automotive and other industrial manufacturers 
toward highly durable die casting parts. Demand for 
stronger aluminum components in agriculture and 
medical devices has also witnessed an increase.

Asia Paci�c is the largest market for die casting 
and accounted for over 58% share globally in 
2017. Further growth is imminent in the region’s 
magnesium alloy die casting market as several 
new companies have cropped up looking at the 
increasing preference for lower production costs. 
Additionally, facing tough competition from 
established players these companies are opting for 
mergers and acquisitions.
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Aluminium Die Casting for Automotive 
Industry
Automotive manufacturers have been forced to 
continually �nd new ways to increase fuel economy. 
It has been the primary strategy that producing 
lighter vehicles will improve gas mileage, and the 
use of aluminum parts that replace steel parts 
has been the most popular method to reduce 
vehicle weight. Over time, aluminum has been 
progressively incorporated into automotive doors, 
trunks, hoods, and engines. However, in today’s 
time, aluminum has become the main component 
used to manufacture engines and wheels. 

Heavy usage of aluminum in automobiles �rst 
began with Audi’s 1994 A8 model. Since then, 
standard consumer automobile manufacturers 
have been amplifying the aluminum used in their 
vehicles and are beginning to transition to primarily 
aluminum-based vehicle bodies. Today, Ford has 
become one of the pioneers in aluminum usage for 
the automobile body. Changing the body from steel 
to aluminum is expected to cut the weight of the 
car by about 700 pounds, or 15 percent of current 
vehicle weight, which would increase fuel economy 
by as much as 25 percent. 

Die casting is an e�cient, economical process 
o�ering a broader range of shapes and components 
for automotive industry as well as other applications 
than any other manufacturing technique. Parts 
have long service life and may be designed to 
complement the visual appeal of the surrounding 
part. Automotive parts designers can gain several 
advantages and bene�ts by specifying aluminum 
die casting parts.

 High-speed production – Die casting can 
produce automotive parts with complex shapes 
in closer tolerances than many other mass 
production processes. Little or no machining is 
required, and thousands of identical automotive 
die castings can be produced before repairing 
the molds.

 Dimensional accuracy and stability – Die casting 
produces automotive parts that are durable and 
dimensionally stable, while maintaining close 
tolerances. They are also heat resistant.

 Strength and weight – Thin wall castings of die 
cast automotive parts are stronger and lighter 
than those possible with other casting methods. 
As die castings do not consist of separate parts 
welded or fastened together, the strength of 
automotive components after die casting is that 
of the alloy rather than the joining process.

 Multiple �nishing techniques – Die cast 
automotive parts can be produced with smooth 
or textured surfaces, and they are easily plated or 
�nished with a minimum of surface preparation.

The global automotive parts die casting market is 
poised to grow at a CAGR of around 6.1% over the 
next decade to reach approximately $14 billion by 
2025.

Die Casting and India
According to a report released by ALUCAST titled 
‘Evolution of the Aluminium High Pressure Die 
Casting in India’, the �rst pressure die casting 
machine was installed in India way back in 1954 in 
Jalandhar. Exactly 20 years later in 1974, the �rst 
indigenous PDC machine was built at Delhi. In India, 
HMT, a government of India undertaking started 
manufacturing PDC machines with license from 
Buhler-Switzerland. 

Since then the die casting industry has seen several 
developments, global giants have also entered the 
Indian market to tap the growing opportunities. 
As mentioned earlier, like other manufacturing 
technologies and processes, die casting industry is 
also directly linked with automotive industry with 
about 70% global demand coming from automotive 
sector. 

India’s automotive component manufacturing 
sector is on a growth trajectory. Driven by increased 
urbanization, evolving automotive industry demand 
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(as it is readying for the Electric Vehicles revolution), 
and changing fuel economy standards, the sector 
is growing at a fast pace. Foreign investments from 
countries like China and the US are also �owing 
in, and there is a fair amount of optimism in the 
country’s economic environment that is created by 
initiatives taken by the government like Make in 
India, 100 Smart Cities, etc. As a result, automotive 
aluminium die casting part manufacturing holds 
vast growth opportunity.

According to the Automotive Component 
Manufacturers Association of India (ACMA), the 
Indian auto-components industry has experienced 
healthy growth over the last few years. The auto-
component industry of India has expanded by 
18.3% to reach US$ 51.2 billion in FY 2017-18. Also, 
the industry is expected to register a turnover of 
US$ 100 billion by 2020 backed by strong exports 
ranging between US$ 80- US$ 100 billion by 2026.

�e Way Ahead
Metal casting plays a critical role in the overall 
manufacturing process around the world. As an 
important segment of the larger metal casting 
industry, the die casting industry produces over 
one-third of all metal castings. Today, there are 
over 250 die casting companies in India serving the 
growing automobile and manufacturing industry. 
Unlike other manufacturing techniques, the biggest 
strengths of die casting is that it is not subject to the 
limitations in materials. The process is ideal for any 
alloys and materials with di�erent characteristics, 
which clearly indicates that the technology will 
continue to enjoy further acceptance in the 
manufacturing processes. 

With inputs from Mordor Intelligence and ALUCAST.  
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  How did you start your journey in this 
industry? 
We established our company Precision Punches & 
Dies in 1976. Initially, we took up small job works 
related to tooling industry. During that time no 
one was making standard components for tool 
& Die in India. So, we entered in to standard 
components by making punches, dies and small 
components for press tools and coordinate 
punching machines. Subsequently we started 
making standard and customized ejector pins 
and other ancillary products for plastic moulds, 
die casting dies and press tools. With time the 
market evolved, looking at the demand we 
forayed into mould base activities in 1986 leading 
to the formation of Kalyani Mould Base Pvt Ltd. 
We started providing standard and customised 
mould bases. The demand for customised mould 
bases were much higher compared to standard 
mould bases and this trend is still continuing. 

  Please tell us about the current state of Indian 
die mould industry...
Backed by good machines and infrastructure, the 
Indian die mould industry has come a long way. 
There are several opportunities today. Though we 
still have a long way to go in terms of competing 
with our global counterparts, there has been 
some considerable progress. This is the right time 
for mould makers to �ourish as we have good 
requirement in the country. Import of moulds 
from countries like China, Taiwan and Korea has 
witnessed a decline, which is a good sign. We 
should aim to cater to all domestic demands by 
manufacturing moulds and dies locally and cut 
down the delivery time and cost. 

“Be committed and go for 
continuous up-gradation”
“The government must support new entrants with land and initial capital. It 
is the biggest hurdle for any new player. Also, the government should initiate 
more institutes to train young graduates. This will help the industry get past the 
unavailability of skilled manpower and we will be able to generate employment 
for the young generation,” says CH Balan, Managing Director, Precision Punch & 
Dies and Kalyani Mould Base Pvt Ltd.  

 Amol Padhye

  There is still a signi�cant number of tools 
being imported. What is the reason behind it?
We do not have enough tool rooms, and the 
capacity of these tool rooms are limited. As a 
result, we are unable to cater to the huge demand 
of the OEMs. Another important factor is the lack 
of experienced manpower. Tool rooms across the 
country are in a dire need of skilled manpower. 

  Indian die and mould industry is getting 
matured with an average growth of 12% - 15% 
every year with consistent development in 
capacity building and international standards. 
What are the factors driving the demand for 
the Indian die mould suppliers?
The journey from being a developing country to 
a developed country is generating this demand. 
The rise in the young population and the 
purchasing power is driving demand for all the 
user industries such as automotive, consumer 
goods, home appliances, plastic & packaging, 
railways, and aerospace, among others. The 
growth of these industries had a positive impact 
on the tooling industry. Further, to keep a check 
on the cost and cut down the production time, 
companies are looking for domestic suppliers. 

  Most of the tool rooms in India are SMEs, what 
are the challenges they face?
I would again emphasise on the availability of 
skilled manpower. Fresh engineering graduates 
do not have practical knowledge. They need to 
get trained, and it takes time. Also, the younger 
generation is not as inclined towards the tooling 
and machine tool industry. Secondly, we do not 
have good steel manufacturers in India who can 
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provide good quality mould steel. Only basic 
carbon steel with a certain size limit is made in 
India and that’s not enough. All kinds of mould 
steel are being imported. So, when the price of 
raw material is high it impacts the cost of the 
overall product. Further, most of the precision 
machines are also imported. 

The third factor is limited capacity which results 
in longer delivery time. Land availability is also a 
major challenge. There is no government support 
to get a proper space like what they have in China. 
In China, if one wants to start a manufacturing 
facility it is much easier to get the required space 
in an a�ordable cost, whereas, in India, the initial 
capital and land investment is so much that it 
becomes di�cult for a new player to enter the 
market. 

  Your opinion on budget 2019…
It is an industry-friendly budget with a reduction 
in tax. Also, because of GST and other initiatives 
already functioning companies are not facing any 
major issues. 

  What role can the government play to help the 
Indian die mould industry?
The government must support new entrants 
with land and initial capital. It is the biggest 
hurdle for any new player. Also, the government 
should initiate more institutes to train young 
graduates. This will help the industry get past the 
unavailability of skilled manpower and we will be 
able to generate more employment for the young 
generation. 

  How can we enhance collaboration between 
OEMs and tooling suppliers?
This is basically a simple customer and suppliers’ 
case. The tooling suppliers say OEMs need to 
support us with continuous business, while the 
OEMs say the tooling suppliers lack the capacity 
to ful�l our needs. Both are right here. However, 
we, as tool suppliers, cannot hold our customers 
responsible for the challenges we face. But like 
I said before, Indian tool rooms have improved 
a lot in terms of capacity and e�ciency and are 
ready to grab the opportunities. Lately, there has 
been enough demand from OEMs as well. The 
improvement in quality has generated con�dence 
among OEMs and that is why localisation is 
happening. So, I would say the collaboration has 
started to mature. 

  What are the new material/grades used in the 
tooling industry? What are the parameters to 
keep in mind before choosing a material for 
mould base? 
Generally, the mould base uses medium carbon 
steel (C50 Grade). Other steel grades used are P20 
(1.2311, 1.2312 & 1.2738) which comes under alloy 
steel group, Hot die steels (1.2343 & 1.2344) and 
stainless-steel grade which has high chromium 
percentage (1.2083 & 1.2085). The government 
has put a restriction on import of medium carbon 
steels. There are only two reputed mills producing 
carbon steel rolled plates in India. The Quality 
of steel plates produced by these mills are very 
poor as they give guarantee for plates up to 63 
mm thickness only. Carbon steel plates beyond 
63 mm thickness produced by these mills are 
with internal defects and uneven hardness. The 
maximum thickness that can be produced here 
is limited to 200 mm, whereas the requirement 
varies from 30 mm to 500 mm.

  As a supplier to die mould service providers, 
what are your suggestions to Indian die mould 
makers? 
If you work sincerely and systematically you will 
have ample opportunities. Also, this way we will 
be able to reduce imports. Quality product, timely 
delivery, and competitive price should be our 
prime focus. OEMs are very optimistic, you must 
rise to the occasion and ful�l their requirement. 

  As one of the successful entrepreneurs in 
the industry, what would you suggest the 
budding entrepreneurs who want to enter the 
industry?
If you are passionate, the tooling industry will 
provide you great opportunities. There are just 
two requisites to be successful in this industry—
dedication, and perseverance. Be committed and 
go for continuous up-gradation.

  The future of Indian tooling industry... 
I would sum it in one line, ‘it is full of opportunities, 
India has already become a manufacturing 
powerhouse with huge investments in the sector. 
Public sector units, automotive OEMs, railways, 
aerospace, and defence sectors are growing 
and generating huge requirements. If we cater 
to these demands successfully, we have a very 
bright future ahead. 
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While, in a simple language cash �ow 
would mean “In and Out” of cash of 
a business. Managing that is the art 
of producing e�ciently, delaying 

payments to vendors and collecting quickly from 
customers!  The goal is to stay cash positive.

Tool makers are so engrossed and busy in running 
their operations that �nance and cash �ow 
management takes a back seat and generally do not 
get the required attention of the business owners. 

The salient features of a Tool Room are:
• Employment of highly skilled technicians 
• Deployment of advanced and Hi-tech precision 

machinery and equipment

Tool Rooms and  
cash �ow management 

• Huge investments in machinery and teams
• Longer production cycle, which means longer 

time to realise the investment 
• Thin margins 
• Repetitions and reworking on the tools 
• Uncertainty of tooling schedule as the customers’ 

expectations are not known till the end.

Due to the above unique characteristics, the cash 
�ow management in a tool room is quite challenging 
and needs di�erent skill sets altogether. The key 
factors which a�ect the cash �ow management in a 
Tool Room are:
1. Costing
2.  Scheduling of the tool room operations 

Cash is the King! It is estimated that more than 60% of businesses are pro�table but die of cash 
crunch. It is the key and essential function of every business owner and manager to understand 
the role of e�cient cash �ow management to keep the business running smoothly.
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3. Goods and Service Tax (GST) and Tax deduction at 
Source (TDS)

4. Funding of the cash �ows

Costing: E�ective management of cash �ows is 
possible through accurate costing. Many a times, 
costing is at a macro level and minute details of 
the costs involved are ignored which result in not 
just making the project unviable but also leading 
to losses. The cost of multiple tooling iterations has 
to be factored in the costing exercise and only then 
the tool price has to be quoted to the customer. 
Each tooling job has to be viewed as a project and 
the �nancing and costing of the project needs to be 
planned accordingly.

Scheduling of the Tool Room operations: The 
next important aspect in cash�ow management 
is the ‘Scheduling’ or ‘Planning’ of the Tool Room 
operations. The men and machinery utilisation has to 
be planned precisely so that there is no or very little 
idle time. One needs to know that idle time of men 
and machinery is a cost to the Tool Room. The Tool 
Room should be dynamic in its planning and always 
be ready with ‘Plan B” or “Project B” to ensure that 
there is minimum idle time. Tool Rooms should adapt 
advanced technology in scheduling and planning its 
operations.

GST and TDS: GST and TDS play a vital role in cash 
�ow management. GST is payable on accrual basis 
i. e. on raising the invoice even without collecting 
the invoice. Payments towards tool design and 
development are subject to tax deduction at source 
at 10%. This would straight away take out 28% of 
the cash �ows and these are inevitable. Tool Rooms 
have to structure the tooling payments or the 
tooling milestones for payments considering the 
impact of GST and TDS on cash �ows. Exports are 
not subject to GST and tax would not be deducted at 
source on export payments. Margins on exports are 
higher compared to domestic sales. Hence, exports 
contribute to surplus cash �ows. Geographical 
diversi�cation of the business would help in cash 
�ow management. 

Many of the Tool Rooms have production facilities 
which enable cash �ows at regular intervals and such 
cash �ows from production activities support the 
cash �ows of the Tool Room. 

Funding of Cash Flows: Tool Rooms should always 
have a credit line and never look at funding the 
cash �ows on its own. The Government, banks and 
�nancial institutions have many schemes providing 

low cost, collateral free debts and the Tools Rooms 
should explore such schemes. 

Organizations like TAGMA should represent 
the tooling industry before the appropriate 
governmental authorities and explore the possibility 
of getting �nance schemes designed for Tool Rooms. 
The Government will appreciate the contribution of 
the Tool Rooms in nation building. May be, the time 
has to come to mark tooling and allied industry as 
priority sector and �nance the Tools Rooms under 
simpler or relaxed credit norms like agriculture or any 
other priority sectors. 

Tools Rooms should work on advance payment basis 
with their customers, wherever possible. If credit 
is inevitable, strict adherence to the credit period 
should be enforced. This kind of compulsions are 
possible only through a collective representation and 
forums like TAGMA should facilitate the same.   

Tool Rooms should get themselves registered under 
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises Act, 2006 
(‘MSME Act’). As per the MSME Act, the credit period 
to MSMEs cannot be beyond 45 days, even through 
a contract consented by MSME. With the Companies 
Act amendments and the stringent reporting 
requirements of the details of payments made to 
MSMEs, the OEMs and other customers are bound 
to follow the credit period of 45 days. Tools Rooms 
can take the advantage of the above provision and 
reduce their working capital cycle. 

Undoubtedly, TAGMA is doing a great job in assisting 
the industry to resolve various challenges. TAGMA 
should consider o�ering cash �ow management 
courses with the help of experienced professionals 
like Chartered Accountants, Bankers and other �nance 
professionals and help the Tool Makers manage their 
cash �ow in an e�ective manner and have positive 
cash �ow.  After all, the CREAM philosophy – (Cash 
Rules Everything Around Me) drives business. 

About Author:
Kavitha Paramesh
Specialised in direct tax, 
corporate law, FEMA, corporate 
accounting and corporate �nance 
Kavitha is currently working 
as Senior Partner at T Sriram, 

Mehta & Tadimalla (TSMT). She has wide experience 
in representation before various statutory authorities, 
transaction structuring, international taxation, transfer 
pricing. startup advisory, �nancial management, 
advisory on joint ventures, mergers and acquisitions.
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Opinion & More 

  What are your views on the Indian tooling 
industry?  
The opportunities and prospects in India for 
the tooling fraternity are great. We have ample 
scope for growth. However, the Indian tool 
manufacturers still lack the required capacity. 
Technology utilisation in also poor in India. Most 
of the Indian tool-rooms are 10-15 years behind 
the rest of the world in terms of technology 
adoption. Further, non-availability of �nance and 
other challenges are creating hurdles and holding 
us back in terms of capacity. Although we are at 
par with the best of the world when it comes to 
capabilities, we need to boost our technology 
adoption and upgradation process to better 
utilise these capabilities. 

  Top trends you observe in 2019 for the Indian 
tooling industry…
I would list both positive and negative trends that 
I foresee in 2019. To start with, the positive trends 
are:

 Micro enterprises are faster at adopting latest 
technology in machine-tools and equipment, 
as well as CAD/CAM/CAE software. Emphasis on 
quality and performance is also increasing.

 Increasing adoption of legal CAD/CAM/CAE 
software.

 Greater emphasis on value-addition by 
vendors/suppliers, by bringing them onboard 
actual projects.

Negative trends:
 Still only a few islands of excellence. 
 No planning or no long-term strategy 

to compete with Asian & East European 
toolmakers.

 No collaboration between related industries 
using complementary strengths for mutual 
bene�t.

 No emphasis on increasing e�ciencies by 
adopting cluster approach, by division of 
labour, by sub-sector specialisation, by using 
speci�c skill-sets, etc.

  What are the developments in the CAM 
software that are bene�cial for the tooling 
service providers?
CAM software has undergone several changes 
over the years, in order to meet the requirement 
of customers from diverse industries. Some of 
the developments/ features that are bene�cial 
for the tooling industry are:

 Support for more e�cient machining methods. 
KPI’s are the same: faster cutting with uniform 
cutter load, longer cutter life, longer machine-

Sumant Kumar,  
Founder & CEO,  

PITECH International

“Tooling industry must 
get proper attention 
from the government”
“The Indian tooling industry has the potential to dominate 
the global tooling industry, provided we get our act 
together, invest sensibly and aggressively, and maximise 
e�ciencies through collaboration,” says Sumant Kumar, 
Founder & CEO, PI TECH International.  
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tool life, better �nish, higher accuracy, and 
reduction in the number of setups and 
intermediate processes.

 Support for multi-axis, multi-function machine-
tools.

 Support for latest cutter geometries, material, 
coating, etc., leading to improved e�ciencies.

 Integration with the emerging Industry 4.0 
standards.Better integration between design 
and machining processes to reduce data 
losses, to reduce repetitive work (e.g., selection 
of machining cycles based on geometrical 
tolerances, automatic recognition and 
classi�cation of features, automatic cutter and 
strategy selection), and to reduce errors due to 
out-of-date copies or versions of data

 CAM software systems are increasingly 
becoming easier to use and more intelligent.

  How to choose the right CAM systems for 
the tooling operation
The buyer must systematically plan and 
enumerate their machining requirements 
(Milling/Turning/Wire-Cut operation, types 
of movement: 2-D, 2.5-D, 3-D, 3+2 D, 4-D, 5-D, 
XYC, XYUV, etc., part geometry, stock geometry, 
job material, cutter material), then match them 
with the software capability. 

Besides giving the best cutting performance, 
a CAM software should be compatible with 
your CAD systems and/or support your 
incoming CAD data. It should also be a good 
match for your CNC systems. Further, it should 
be upgraded regularly to meet the current 
standards, trends, and practices. It should be 
easy to learn and to use. Additionally, the CAM 
software should come with a good service-
support backup.

  Your views on hybrid and smart 
manufacturing…
These are important additions to the standard 
machining systems and �ll the gaps left 
out by the traditional subtractive machine 
methods. Importantly, they cannot yet be an 
alternative to subtractive machining, but only 
a complementary process.

  As suppliers to the tooling industry, what 
are your suggestions to them?
All stakeholders in the success of a tool 

room, particularly in the SME sector, must 
gain knowledge about the systems and 
equipment that they employ in their factory. 
A common reason for low e�ciencies and 
mismatch between performance expectation 
and delivery are wrong purchase decisions, 
including for CAD/CAM/CAE software. This is 
due to improper decision-making or insu�cient 
knowledge, or both.

Indian tooling industry should lay stress upon 
the government bodies, such as Department 
of Heavy Industries (DHI), to create a system 
of �nancing at competitive rates. While DHI 
regularly gives huge grants/loans for block 
projects, it can also park a corpus with SIDBI and 
similar institutions to provide easy loans to SME 
tool-rooms for upgradation and modernisation.

  The future of Indian tooling industry…
Growth of the tooling industry is directly linked 
to the user industries such as automotive, 
consumer electronics, white goods, railways, 
aerospace, and infrastructure, among others. 
Currently, we are witnessing slow but steady 
growth in all these industries due to decent 
growth in the economy. This is a good sign for 
the Indian tooling industry. Being the mother 
industry it is unlikely to su�er long periods of 
recession, in general.

As mentioned earlier, the Indian tooling 
industry has the potential to dominate the 
global tooling industry. The presence of Indian 
tool making professionals across the world, 
and the limited but well-established, pro�table 
global suppliers of tooling out of India, are 
testaments to this fact.

Even though we are facing challenges like 
skill shortage, poor infrastructure, limited 
�nance availability, unreasonable import duty 
structure, etc., I am con�dent that in the coming 
years we will be a stronger tooling community. 
We should highlight the importance of this 
industry before the government in order to 
encourage creation of better policies for the 
near term and for the long term. The tooling 
industry has a critical role to play in making 
India a manufacturing powerhouse.  
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  Tell us something about the solution you 
provide… 
We no longer consider our self as a CAM software 
developer, we are more of the solution providers. 
We interact a lot with our customers to understand 
their pain points and based on that we help them get 
past the challenges that they face. ESPRIT is designed 
with an open API, so every single sheet of ESPRIT is a 
customizable solution. The software can be integrated 
with customer’s SAP or any other existing system. We 
may not be the complete solution provider for the 
manufacturing process, but we are part of the overall 
solution that forms the back bone of the production 
process. 

  Please highlight the top trends in the 
manufacturing industry…
a) Higher mix and lower volume, for example 

several shoe manufacturers are making highly 
customised shoes for customers. When a 
customer visits their showroom, they laser-scan 
the foot and in a couple of hours a 3D printed 
pair of shoes is ready. Manufacturing is also 
heading the same way, customers don’t want to 
buy a vacuum pump that is from the catalogue. 
They want to buy the pump that exactly �ts their 
requirement. 

b)  Demand for 5-axis to grow: I would say machines 
like simple 2D, and 3D milling will gradually 

disappear. Customers want multi-axis machine 
tools that can be bene�cial for multiple 
operations.   

c) Hybrid manufacturing: Machines that can cater 
to both subtractive and additive machining 
will witness an increase in demand in the 
coming days. 

  Automotive is the largest consumer of 
machine tools and die mould. Looking at the 
changing trends in automotive industry, what 
kind of changes can we expect?
My colleagues who are associated with the 
automotive industry say that there will be many 
changes. However, machine tools and die mould 
makers can act as per the changes and align 
their o�erings accordingly. I think it will still take 
some time for EVs to become main stream, but I 
feel machine tools and die mould makers are well 
prepared to tackle the challenges. Some parts 
might not be part of the future cars but there will 
be several new requirements. In my opinion it 
won’t be a great impact as such, but yes it will be a 
gradual shift towards the approach. 

  What are the challenges faced in the Indian 
market?
From organisational perspective, I would say 
we still need to build our brand in India. Many 
companies are still not aware about ESPRIT and 
its o�erings. We believe in investing more in R&D 
in order to continuously update our products 
and in the process, marketing takes a back 
seat. Having said that, I would say we are very 

Mike Lauer,  
General Manager - Asia Paci�c, 

DP Technology 

“�e future looks  
bright for India”
… says “India is riding the growth curve and taking a 
big leap from basic manual manufacturing towards 
latest technology. It will not only save time and  
money but also help to maintain the global standards,” 
says Mike Lauer, General Manager - Asia Paci�c, DP 
Technology as he discusses about latest trends and 
developments in the CAM industry. 
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much committed to the Indian market and will 
continue to invest in the country. All the features 
in our software is developed by us, for example 
simulation capabilities, tool path and several other 
functionalities are created in-house. We have 
also developed a software that supports additive 
process. The software is capable of both additive 
and subtractive manufacturing. Inside ESPRIT 
software, in the same ESPRIT window, users will be 
able to carry out both operations. The software will 
be able to perform milling, turning, mill-turn, and 
additive, all in one software. 

I would like to add that even though the industry 
is witnessing a huge demand and Indian 
manufacturing has improved, the adoption rate 
of sophisticated software’s and technology is still 
slow. 

  How was the year 2018 for ESPIRIT and your 
future plans for India?
Overall, we saw about 15% growth and were able 
to increase our pro�tability. Though 2018 was a 
good year, it was not as good as we would have 
wanted it to be. In many markets like India, the lead 
time for machine tools is 6-18 months which clearly 
shows the huge demand, however this impacted 
our business. Our strength is multi-axis machining 
and delivery for 5-axis CNC machines in India was a 

little slow. So even though the Indian industry 
is witnessing healthy growth, because of the 
slow delivery time for high-end machines, we 
could not perform as per the overall industry 
performance. I think we need to realign our 
strategy that suits the Indian market to increase 
our share. 
 

  How do you see the future of Indian 
machine tool industry?
India is riding the growth curve and taking a big 
leap from basic manual manufacturing towards 
latest technology. It will not only save time and 
money but also help to maintain the global 
standards. We can see small companies coming 
up with excellent manufacturing ideas and 
investing in high-end machines, improvised 
and customised tools and moving towards 
CAD/CAM/CAE software’s for executing their 
projects in an e�cient manner. Having said this, 
there are certain areas where we are still behind, 
like technology adoption and understanding, 
R&D, and the con�dence to look beyond old 
and conventional methods.

I think India is at the same spot where China 
was about six years ago. We can see that the 
Indian manufacturing industry is upgrading its 
capabilities. The future looks bright for India.  
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Altair Inspire Form Helps Pragati Engineering Address 
Sheet Metal Formability and Inconsistent �inning 
Issues While Reducing Physical Try-out Time by 50%

Overview
Pragati Engineering, established in 2004, is one of 
the leading press tool design and manufacturing 
companies in India. The company manufactures 
quality made-to-order dies and �xtures for a variety 
of customers. At Pragati, dedication is rooted in the 
form of a deep sense of responsibility towards their 
customers.

Pragati is an ISO 9001:2008 certi�ed organization and 
has solutions for all kinds of tooling requirements. 
The company has a national reach and successfully 
carries out projects riding on the robust shoulders of 
quali�ed and dynamic engineers from their Design 
department and Tool Room division. The company 
relies on their skilled manpower and prides on their 
stringent quality control measures, which they adhere 
to at every stage of the manufacturing process. 

The company’s competency lies in manufacture of 
Press Tools Fixtures and Panel Checkers for various 
critical sheet-metal components and assemblies. 
With new technologies, facilities, and experience in 
Press Tooling, the company is con�dent of seamlessly 
catering to any requirement in the sheet-metal 
forming segment.

Pragati has an impressive list of clients from various 
sectors and supplies automotive sheet metal parts 
to leading companies such as Mahindra & Mahindra, 
Hitachi, JBM, TATA Ficosa, and Federal Management.

Reducing Prototype Iterations
The Pragati team deeply believes in continuous 
product quality improvement through innovation 
with every new product that they manufacture for 
their clients. The team employs world class solutions 

 Tool Setup
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and technology such as CAD, CAM, CAE, and PLM to 
give only the best to their clients. On their way to 
becoming a formidable player in the area of their 
expertise, the Pragati team regularly faces many 
challenges. The team not only beats these challenges, 
but also thrives on them.

The team faced one such unique challenge of cracks 
and wrinkles formation in one of their products 
being formed. Because the team earlier used their 
traditional method of trial and error, they were 
unable to predict these occurrences. The traditional 
trial-and-error method forced the team to do die 
corrections manually and also rebuild a new tool. 
These unplanned iterations and physical die tryouts 
substantially increased the product development 
time and cost and impacted delivery schedules. 
Product quality and output accuracy was also an 
issue with the traditional method.

Using Altair HyperWorks to Nullify Errors
In their quest of �nding a reliable solution to �x the 
issue of crack and wrinkle formation, the Pragati team 
came across Altair’s Inspire Form through one of their 
vendors, who was already using the software. The 
vendor strongly recommended Altair Inspire Form as 
a robust solution to the team.

The team was sure that simulation would play a vital 
role in improving product quality and reducing the 
number of physical prototypes. Pragati procured 
Altair Solution and started using it for all their product 
lines. Altair Inspire Form proved them right as it 
helped the team in �nding out instances of failure, 
wrinkles, or cracks in sheet metal panel components 
right at the design stage. This breakthrough 
eliminated soft tool manufacturing and drastically 
reduced the number of physical trials.

The Pragati team found immense value in Altair 
Inspire Form as the solution reduced product 

 Plastic Strain

Fuel Tank Thinning

FLD Plot

Fuel Tank Thickness

FLD Plot
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development time and also increased design and 
output accuracy.

Error-free Manufacturing Saving Time and 
Cost
The Pragati team is delighted with their choice of Altair 
Solutions. They have ample reason to be so, because 
they obtained very accurate and precise results in 

terms of formability (FLD), thinning variation, and 
plastic strain through Altair Inspire Form. Altair 
Inspire Form also helped the team to easily optimize 
process parameters, which drastically reduced errors 
and improved the life of tools. The team was able 
to reduce the tooling delivery cycle time to just 
between one and two weeks through Altair Inspire 
Form, which earlier used to take almost a month 
by using their traditional trial-and-error method. 
Altair Inspire Form reduced the physical tryout time 
by an impressive 50% along with improving design 
accuracy and product quality.

The team used Altair Inspire Form extensively in 
the Mahindra U321 Shock Tower project and got 
accurate and speedy results, which enabled them to 
deliver the product within the set timelines and as 
per agreed quality benchmarks. The team now saves 
time and development cost by using Altair Inspire 
Form in all their projects and has done away with 
their traditional method, which was prone to errors 
and resulted in inaccurate prototypes and in�ated 
prototyping cost.

The Pragati team is highly impressed with Altair 
Solutions and plans to further reduce their design 
cycle time through an increased use of other Altair 
o�erings in the future. 

Key Hightlights
Industry
Manufacturing

Challenge
To reduce errors and product design and development cycle time 
and cost with increased
design accuracy and provide quality products to customers 
through simulation.

Altair Solution
	Use Altair Inspire Form simulation and nullify crack and wrinkle 

errors at the Design stage.
	Achieve highly accurate and speedy results during product 

development cycle.

Bene�ts
	Realized product longevity by nullifying occurrence of cracks 

and wrinkles in products at the Design stage.
	Drastically reduced product development cycle time and cost 

and increased product quality.

Plot A – 22/2, Chakan Industrial Area, 
Phase II, M.I.D.C., Village  Khalumbre, 410501 
Tal. Khed, Dist. Pune 
For details contact : 
Tel. : +91 22 28526876 / 28508976
Email : tagma.mumbai@tagmaindia.org

Training Facility 
Skill development & training of  
students & experienced manpower

State of the Art Machineries 
To be available for nominal user fee 
which will enhance quality of products

Trial Run 
Through cutting edge equipment & 
state-of-the-art infra

Enhance Standards of Cluster Units 
CET to follow latest internationally 
accepted standards in manufacturing 
practises

Training Facility

TAGMA Centre of  Excellence and Training (TAGMA CET)
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Advanced industries require the development of special tooling, 
but some of these tools cannot be made using traditional 
manufacturing and machining technologies. These tools need 
to be engineered and developed from scratch and 3D printing 

helps bringing them to life. Any-Shape is an expert in the creation of 
speci�c tools for the high tech industry with additive manufacturing. 
Through its engineering department and AM production capacities, 
the company helped improve an aluminum tool for aerospace. Previous 
versions of the aluminum tool incorporated less complex embossing of 
the inner surface. As a result, machining was used as default process. For 
this new tool design requirements implied a much more complex inner 

Precision aluminum tool with complex embossing and demanding requirements on surface roughness and 
accuracy

Tooling: Any-Shape - advanced 
tooling through additive 
manufacturing

Complex aluminum tool:  
Additive manufacturing makes the 
impossible possible
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surface with areas that are impossible to machine. It 
was decided to manufacture the tool using additive 
manufacturing on an EOS M 290 combined with 
some post-machining.

Challenge
The project started when Any-Shape received a 
request for an aluminum tool with a very complex 
embossing of the inner surface. These tools are usually 
machined, but this design made that impossible as 
some zones of the inner surface just could not be 
reached and could therefore not be machined.

In addition, the technical requirements for the tool 
were extremely high precision combined with a very 
low tolerance as it was destined to be a precision tool:

 Surface roughness of the nonmachinable inner 
surface of 3.7 +/- 0.5 μm Ra 

 High dimensional accuracy on the �nal assembly 
(0.05 mm on control points position, +/- 0.1 mm 
inner surface tolerance)

Two additional challenges were also on the table:
 The tool had to be as lightweight as possible for 

a more convenient handling by the operators 
during the �nal usage 

 The integration of a part that had to be assembled 
by hybrid joining after additive manufacturing 
due to build size limitation of the EOS M 290

The expertise in additive manufacturing of Any-Shape 
helped ful�ll all these requirements. The company 
has a very deep knowledge of design for AM, additive 
manufacturing and post process machining enabling 
them to easily translate the requirements into 
production features. Using their EOS M 290 machine 
and unique EOS Aluminium AlSi10Mg material and 
process, Any-Shape had all the skills to meet the 
design and technical requirements for this complex 
tool as well as the production and post-treatment 
capacities to deliver the project on time.

Solution
A complete additive manufacturing strategy was set 
up to answer all challenges at once, both technical 
and ergonomic. Any-Shape had to take into account 
all the parameters for the additive manufacturing 
itself but also the assembly operations that had to 
happen afterwards.

One of the �rst actions undertaken was to position the 
inner surface at the correct angle to optimize surface 
roughness. This position constraint then de�ned how 
the part support had to be placed underneath.

Shrinkage lines also had to be monitored very 
closely, especially because of the aforementioned 
position constraint. The design of the zones close 
to the articulation was slightly modi�ed to allow 
for smoother exposed area transition, completely 
eliminating the shrinkage lines.

Another impact of the position constraints was the 
obligation to de�ne how the cut had to be made on 
the largest component that had to be reassembled 
after manufacturing. Therefore the cut was designed 
speci�cally to:
 Leave one translational degree of freedom to 

enable assembly, as this assembly had to really 
�t due to the stringent tolerance on the surface 
accuracy

 Maximise the shear loading mode in the adhesive 
bond line area

 Ensure a 0.2 mm bond line thickness thanks to 
spacers integrated into the manufacturing design

Finally, additional features were designed to be used 
for referencing positions and clamping during post 
manufacturing machining.

Results
Thanks to the 3D printing expertise of Any-Shape and 
its manufacturing strategy, the di�erent parts were 
successfully printed, post-machined, re-assembled 
and successfully passed quality control.

Complex embossing inner surface offering an “as built” average roughness of 4µm Ra (details). 
(Source: Any-Shape)
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The main part went through sandblasting for surface 
treatment, o�ering an average roughness of the inner 
surface after processing of 4μm Ra that complied 
with customer requirements based on previous tests.

Quality controls were made based on the initial 
design of the parts. Tolerances were met for all 
references. The surface accuracy after post-treatment 
was well within +/- 0.1 mm on each of the articulated 
arms inner surface taken separately, and +/- 0.2 mm 
on the �nal tool.

Finally, on the full assembly, no deviation jump could 
be observed either at the locus of the articulation or 
at the cut and re-assembled interface.

Leveraging the capabilities of 3D printing, Any-Shape 
was able to create a unique tool by going beyond the 
limits of traditional manufacturing and machining. 
The team could manage a very complex project in a 
very short time thanks to the skills of Any-Shape and 
the capabilities of EOS.

“It was a very challenging and complex project 
from beginning to end. Thanks to our 3D printing 
expertise, we were able to develop an end-to-end 
manufacturing strategy, from re-design for AM to 
�nal quality controls using additive manufacturing 

and post-machining. All along this project, we had 
full support from EOS and their reliability, quality and 
support.” Frédéric Lani, CTO, Any-Shape

Short Pro�le 
One of the main leaders in additive manufacturing 
for industry in Europe, Any-Shape supports everyday 
companies to leverage the full potential of industrial 
3D printing and to contribute to the development of 
their innovative projects. Any-Shape is active along 
the entire value chain with state-of-the art EOS 
equipment for production (both metal and polymer 
technology), post-treatment and quality control. 
Any-Shape’s activities are based on three business 
units able to propose speci�c answers to speci�c 
requirements: High-tech parts, Tooling & Molds 
and Medical Devices. Its main markets today are 
aeronautics, space, defence and automotive. 

Further information
www.any-shape.com. 

Complex embossing inner surface offering an “as built” average roughness of 4µm Ra (details). 
(Source: Any-Shape) 
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The monthly Nikkei PMI survey asks companies 
in major Asian countries and regions except 
China about changes in output, orders and 
other business conditions compared with 

a month earlier. A PMI reading below 50 indicates 
contraction, while over 50 points to expansion. Of the 
15 sets of PMI data, nine showed a drop in February 
from the previous month and six rose. Looking 
speci�cally at the manufacturing sector PMIs, most of 
the results were down.

A notable exception was India. Its manufacturing 
PMI rose to 54.3 from January’s 53.9, its highest level 
since December 2017. The growth of new orders was 
fastest since October 2016.

India de�es Asia slump as 
manufacturing hits 14-month high

India’s major manufacturing operations are in 
chemicals, machinery, metals and textiles. The 
country has been strengthening the manufacturing 
sector under Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s 
“Make in India” initiative. With a population of 1.3 
billion and an economic growth rate at around 7% 
-- faster than China and most Asian nations -- the 
country has enjoyed strong domestic demand over 
recent months. In February, 21% of the companies 
surveyed signaled a growth in new orders. Local 
auto maker Mahindra & Mahindra, for example, 
sold 52,915 cars in the domestic market during the 
month, up 9% from a year ago.

India, Asia’s third largest economy, is bucking the 
regional trend in manufacturing activity, after 
February’s performance expanded at the fastest 
pace in 14 months, the latest Nikkei Purchasing 
Managers’ Index survey revealed.
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“A number of panelists indicated the acceptance of 
bulk orders from clients in key export destinations,” 
the survey also noted.

India’s biggest export destinations are the U.S. 
and the United Arab Emirates, accounting for 16% 
and 10% of the total exports in 2017, respectively, 
according to the World Bank. China was its fourth 
biggest customer at 4%.

This contrasts with East and Southeast Asian nations, 
where China is the top or the second biggest export 
destination. China accounted for 25% of South Korean 
exports, 19% of Japan’s, 14% of Indonesia’s and 14% 
of Singapore’s, suggesting that India is not deeply 
entrenched in China’s value chain and therefore not 
heavily exposed to the country’s growth slowdown.

“Prospects for [Indian] manufacturers remain bright 
over the near term,” according to Shilan Shah, an 
economist at Capital Economics, adding that the 
Modi government has unveiled policies to the bene�t 
of small and medium-sized enterprises ahead of the 
general election that is due by May.

On the other hand, most other Asian nations recorded 
lower PMIs numbers in February as they continued to 
be a�ected by the U.S.-China trade tensions as well as 
the global technology slump.

One country hit hard was Japan, whose 
manufacturing PMI dropped to 48.9 from January’s 
50.3, falling below 50 for the �rst time since August 
2016. Some of the country’s electronic component 
makers have downgraded their earnings guidance 
for the �scal year ending on March 31. Among them 
was Kyoto-based motor maker Nidec, which in 
January downgraded its net pro�t forecast by 24%, 
citing the weakening Chinese and global economies 
stemming from the trade war.

“Global trade frictions and weak domestic 
manufacturing demand pose considerable risks 
to Japan’s goods producers,” said Joe Hayes, an 
economist at IHS Markit. “With the consumption tax 
hike [to 10% from the current 8%] set to come into 
play later this year, weak domestic demand will only 
heighten fears that the economy could be poised for 
a downturn.”

South Korea’s PMI slipped from 48.3 in January to a 
44-month low of 47.2 in February due to weak export 
demand, and recording a contraction for the fourth 
consecutive month. Similarly, Taiwan’s PMI went 
down to 46.3 from January’s 47.5. Overseas demand 
reduced sharply in the electronics-driven economy, 
with the New Export Orders Index falling to 41.0, the 
lowest in seven years.

For the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
overall, the manufacturing PMI dropped from 49.7 to 
49.6, also due to reduced overseas demand.

Now that the U.S. and China have extended their 
three-month trade tari� truce beyond March 1, the 
outlooks appears more favorable for Asian nations.

However, the PMI numbers o�ered a warning against 
over-optimism, said Priyanka Kishore, head of India 
and Southeast Asia economics at Oxford Economics. 
“The existing tari�s are unlikely to be reduced any 
time soon and the ongoing slowdown in Chinese 
demand, which we expect to last through the �rst 
half of 2019, will weigh on the rest of the region’s 
exports and constrain activity in the near-term.” 

Courtesy: Nikkei Asian Review (Nikkei Inc).
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Injection Moulding Machine

Elektron from Milacron is an all-electric injection molding 
technology. Designed for a full range of applications, in a 

wide variety of sizes, it o�ers outstanding value to customers 
to help them achieve their plastics manufacturing goals.

Milacron’s Elektron uses 60% less energy and 90% less water 
than hydraulic injection molding machines, reducing operating 
costs substantially. Setting the standard for movement 
repeatability, Elektron’s stroke precision of servo-driven axes 
is signi�cantly greater than top hydraulic systems, making it 
the best injection molding machine for the reliable production 

Additive manufacturing system

Fully designed and engineered in-house to be used for 
serialised production, the RenAM 500M from Renishaw 

builds complex metal components directly from CAD using 
metal powder fusion technology. Highlights of the system 
include a Renishaw designed and engineered optical system 
with dynamic focussing, automated powder sieving and 

recirculation, a 500 W ytterbium �bre laser and patented high 
capacity dual �lter SafeChange™ system.

The RenAM 500M is a laser powder bed fusion additive 
manufacturing system designed speci�cally for the production 
of metal components on the factory �oor. It features automated 
powder and waste handling systems that enable consistent 
process quality, reduce operator touch times and ensure high 
standards of system safety. The system build volume is 250 mm 
× 250 mm × 350 mm.

The RenAM 500M is built using a Renishaw in house designed 
and manufactured optical system and control platform which 
forms the basis for our future additive manufacturing systems 
product range.

Further information:
Renishaw Metrology Systems Ltd
S.No 283, Hissa No.2, S.No 284, Hissa No. 2&3A,  
Raisoni Industrial Estate, Village Mann,
Taluka Mulshi, Pune-411057, India
Tel: +91 20 66746772
Fax: +91 20 66746210
Email: www.renishaw.com

of high-precision parts. With no oil disposal, leaks or slipping 
hazards, Elektron is perfect for cleanroom environments 
regardless of machine size needed.

Further information:
Milacron India Pvt. Ltd.
93/2 & 94/1, Phase-I, G.I.D.C.
Vatva, Ahmedabad – 382445, Gujarat (India)
Tel: +91-79-25890081
Fax: +91-79-25830125
Email: salesfmi@milacron.com
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Contact Us
CAM TOOLS INDUSTRIES PVT LTD
M-3, Mehara Industrial Estate, Unit No 2, 
Opp. Telephone Exchange, Sakinaka, Andheri East, 
Mumbai-400072. India
Email: paresh@digitaltoolroom.com
Contact: +91 22 2852 1358 / 2851 1647 • +91 9821081981

Key Features
 “Full-Service” supplier of Precision Moulds and 

Mouldings

 Professional support for Mold Flow, Mould Design and 
Construction of Precision Moulds at “Best Cost” and in 
“Short Lead time”

 Integrated capabilities in Project Management, 
Mould Design, Mould Manufacturing and Mould Trials, 
Injection Moulding supply and part assembly

 Exporter of Precision Moulds to Europe/USA

AUTOCAMP SYSTEMS LTD

 

Need Precision  
       Automotive Mould and Moulding? 
             We have got it all One Stop Shop

for Precision Mould and Moulding

Services Offered
 Precision Mould Manufacturing

 Injection Moulding & assembly of Parts

 Rapid Prototyping and Proto Moulds

Technologies 
 High-end CAD/CAM Software

 High Speed Machining with 5 Axis capabilities 

 In-house Injection Moulding for Mould Trials

The Digital Tool-Room
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National:

BLECH India 2019
BLECH India is a highly focused exhibition 
exclusively dedicated to Sheet Metal 
Working. The event provides an ideal 
opportunity to present your products to this 
booming market and establish successful 
business relations, both with customers 
for machine tools and with potential local 
agents or partners for joint ventures; April 
25-27, 2019; Bombay Exhibition Centre, 
Mumbai.

Contact Details:
Inter Ads-Brooks Exhibitions (India) 
Pvt. Ltd.  
#751, 1st Floor, Phase-V, Udyog Vihar, 
Gurgaon - 122 016, Haryana, India 
Tel: +91 124 452 4207

Mob: +91 999 092 0490
Email: vicky@interads.in
Web: www.blechindia.com

Automotive Engineering Show 
THE 12th edition of the Automotive 
Engineering Show Chennai is all set  bring 
together leading auto manufacturing 
technology brands and key players from 
the OEM and auto component segment on 
a single platform, July 4 - 6, 2019; Chennai 
Trade Centre. 

Contact Details:
Messe Frankfurt Trade Fairs  
India Pvt Ltd
Gala Impecca, 5th Floor, Chakala,  
Andheri (E)
Andheri Kurla Road, Mumbai 400093,  
India

Tel: +91 22 6144 5900
Fax: +91 22 6144 5999
Email: info@india.messefrankfurt.com

INTEC 2019
CONDUCTED by CODISSIA - an ISO 
9001:2000 organization, INTEC is an ITPO 
(India Trade Promotion Organization) 
approved trade fair, with due support from 
the Central & State Governments, June 6-10, 
2019; Coimbatore 

Contant details:
CODISSIA GD Naidu Towers,  
Post Bag No-3827, Huzur Road,
Coimbatore - 641 018, India.
Tel: +91 422 2222396
Fax: +91 422 2222131
Email: intec@codissia.com
Web: www.intec.codissia.com

International:

Asiamold 2019
DEBUT in 2007, Asiamold has become 
one of the most important marketing and 
trading venues for Chinese mould and 
die industry players, and enjoys extensive 
attention from professionals all over the 
world, March 10–12; China Import and 
Export Complex, Guangzhou, China.

Contact Details:
Guangzhou Guangya Messe Frankfurt 
Co Ltd
Room A2001, Center Plaza
No. 161 Linhe Road West,  
Tianhe District
Guangzhou, P.R. China
Tel: +86 20 3825 1558
Fax: +86 20 3825 1400
Email: alex.huang@china.messefrankfurt.
com

INTERMOLD Korea 2019
INTERMOLD KOREA is a mold and 
related equipment exhibition held every 
two years in Seoul, Korea; March 12-16, 
2019 at Seould, Korea.

Contact details:
KODMIC (Korea Die & Mold Industry 
Cooperative) 
6F, KODMIC Bldg, 422, siheung-daero, 
Geumcheon-gu, Seoul, Korea 153-811 
TEL: + 82-2-783-1711 
FAX: + 82-2-784-5937 
E-mail: koreamold@koreamold.com

Moulding Expo 
INTERNATIONAL Trade Fair for Tool, 
Pattern and Mould Making. In its third 
edition the exhibition will showcase all the 
latest happenings in the world of die mould 
industry; May 21-24, 2019; Messe Stuttgart, 
Stuttgart, Germany.

Contact Details:
Landesmesse Stuttgart GmbH
Messepiazza 1
70629 Stuttgart
Tel.: +49 711 18560-0
Fax: +49 711 18560-2440
Web: www.messe-stuttgart.de

Die & Mould China 
INTERNATIONAL Exhibition on Die & 
Mould Technology and Equipment; June 
5-9,2019; National Exhibition and Convention 
Center, Shanghai. 

Contact details:
CHINA DIE MOULD INDUSTRY 
ASSOCIATION (CDMIA)
Tel: 86-10-88356463
Fax: 86-10-88356461
EmailL cdmia@cdmia.com.cn
Web: www.dmcexpo.com

BOOK NOW

Bombay Exhibition Centre, Goregaon, Mumbai

edition of 12th

22 – 25 April, 2020

DIE & MOULD
 India International Exhibition
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Meusburger India Pvt Ltd. 
T +91 80 283655-29 

sales@meusburger.in

CUTTING ELEMENTS

BALL-LOCK QUICK CHANGE SYSTEM

  Time saving thanks to 
quick and easy changing

  Optimal space utilisation 
due to the compact design
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Patron Members of TAGMA
NO Existing Patron Members CITY

1 BHARAT TECHNOPLAST PVT LTD Mumbai

2 BRAKES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED Chennai

3 CRAFTSMAN AUTOMATION PVT LTD Coimbatore

4 DEVU TOOLS PVT LTD Mumbai

5 ELECTRONICA HITECH MACHINE TOOLS PVT. LTD. Pune

6 GODREJ & BOYCE MFG CO LTD  -  Tooling Division Mumbai

7 JAIN IRRIGATION SYSTEMS LTD Jalgaon

8 KINETIC TECHNOLOGIES (a divn. of Jayahind Sciaky Ltd) Pune

9 LMT INDIA PVT LTD Pune

10 LUCAS TVS LTD Chennai

11 MAHINDRA UGINE STEEL CO LTD Raigad

12 MISUMI INDIA PVT LTD Gurgaon

13 MULTIPLE SPECIAL STEEL PVT  LTD Bengaluru

14 MUTUAL ENGINEERING PRIVATE LIMITED Thane

15 NTTF Bengaluru

16 SANDVIK COROMANT INDIA at SANDVIK ASIA PVT LTD Pune

17 SCHUNK INTEC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED Bengaluru

18 SECO TOOLS INDIA (P) LTD. Pune

19 SRIDEVI TOOL ENGINEERS PVT LTD Thane

20 SUNDARAM CLAYTON  LTD. Chennai

As per reports, By 2021,  
40% of MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISES will establish  

3D PRINTING centers of excellence.

If you are into Additive Manufacturing and want to capitalise the booming opportunities
Be a part  of India’s largest gathering for Tooling Suppliers 

INDIA-2020

A P R I L  2020
22 23 24 25

Bombay Exhibition Center,
Goregaon (E), Mumbai, India

A-33, Nand Jyot Industrial Estate, Safed Pool, Andheri - Kurla Road, Mumbai - 400 072
Tel.: +91 22 28526876, 28508976 | Mobile : +91 96534 27396

E-mail : tagma.mumbai@tagmaindia.org,  tagma.diemould@tagmaindia.org
www.diemouldindia.org
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